INTRODUCTION
This paper sharpens and extends inequalities concerning generalized inverses previously obtained for the von Neumann-Schatten, and supremum, norms. It sharpens those inequalities to obtain corresponding inequalities for singular values and it extends them, at least for finite rank operators, to inequalities concerning an arbitrary unitarily invariant norm. For example, as is well-known [ The finite rank condition is required -as far as unitarily invariant norms are concerned -so that we can appeal to the von Neumann-Schatten theory of unitarily invariant norms and their representation by symmetric gauge functions [8, Chapter 10] , [12, Chapter V] .
The singular values inequality (1.2) is deduced as a corollary to the main result of this paper, Theorem 3.1: this shows that a modulus inequality between operators implies one between singular values which, for finite rank operators, implies an inequality between unitarily invariant norms (just as in [6, Lemma 3.1] an inequality between moduli of operators implies one between von Neumann-Schatten norms). An operator A is of finite rank n, denoted rank A n = , if dim Ran A n = < ∞ . The
, for fixed vectors f and g in H, is denoted f g ⊗ . The spectral theorem for compact, positive operators says that every compact, positive operator X can be expressed uniquely as ( )
where ( ) 
The von Neumann-Schatten norms || || p ⋅ , for 1 p ≤ < ∞ , satisfy the property of
We cite three further results we shall need about the von Neumann-Schatten norms. Many properties of unitarily invariant norms can be deduced via Theorem 2.2 from those of symmetric gauge functions provided the operators concerned are of finite rank. References below are to Schatten's own elegant exposition [12] .
Let F be the set of all operators of finite rank and let L be the set of all sequences of real numbers having a finite number of non-zero terms. A symmetric gauge function
φ is a function satisfying the following properties: 
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